BIU NEWS 2012 AUGUST
MILLIONS GRATITUDE TO MR. CHEN FROM BIKETRIAL
Events like “the Guinness record of 2008 Steps climbing by a bike” and “World Master
Cup in China” were not possible to come true without helps from Mr. Chen (and of
course we do not forget the effort of Jason). We can say Biketrial sport in China begun
from those events.
Dear Hiro, Pere, Ot
Shanghai Jin Mao Director Mr. chen has just retired last month. Thanks
to Mr. chen and all staff especially for their great support to BIU and
Biketrial sports. Here is a webpage for Shanghai Jin Mao Tower Extreme
Challenge Events Review:
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=3294

Best Regards
Jason

News No. 010 dated 29/08/2012
SUPPORT THE TAIWANESE FEMINA RIDER FOR FUTURE
Pei-Yu Lee, the best Taiwanese Femina rider wanted to come to Japan for
Kameoka event and Club Biketrial and Mr. Hirano supported her
participation as the camp training for a week. We hope it helps Biketrial
Taiwan. The reports are already on the site of club Biketrial below.
http://blog.club-biketrial.jp/?p=3567
http://blog.club-biketrial.jp/?p=3531
http://blog.club-biketrial.jp/?p=3523
http://blog.club-biketrial.jp/?p=3515
http://blog.club-biketrial.jp/?paged=2
http://blog.club-biketrial.jp/?p=3537
you can see the photos from Mr. Mori, the owner of Kameoka below
https://picasaweb.google.com/moritlial/KC?authuser=0&feat=directlink

News No. 009 dated 29/08/2012
BIU

Dear Hiro
Thanks for your news. Before I send my opinion, I will repeat the BIU
Spirit mentioned in last mail. Thanks EBU president Mr. Musil sending
BIU General Assembly 2012 with High Responsibility. Thanks Mr. Pere
sending his new book No Tengo 200 años. It is about Biketrail origin
and development. (More info:
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=3271)
It reminds the respectable BIU glorious history with more than 20 years.
All BIU and Biketrial patriarchal figures give their selfless devotion to
Biketrial sport. They show the spirit of High Responsibility, True
Respect, Full Devotion, Credibility and Integrity, Serious work, Effective
Cooperation and Attitude of Enthusiasm to the young generation, they
are volunteers but professional and lead the sports to the right direction
through their great effort in their respectable life. h
As respect to BIU and Biketrial patriarchal figures, I will introduce Zhao
Xuan's situation with High Responsibility.
ZHao Xuan is not the new rider in Elite, He is in Elite in 2010. Why not
now? No money to participate in WBC 2011 all jeld in Europe. So what?
Out of Elite according to BIU rules. Then What? Save Money How Long
to save enough money? More than 1 year. How Much? Cost 4300 EURO
to participate on all WBC rounds all held in Europe. WOW! What is the
result? Not bad, No. 4 in Senor and No. 8. Why do this? Hope to return
Elite.
Zhao Xuan has asked me 1 question these days: How about UCI? I don’t
know. I tell him a story about how BIU was founded in 1992 know from
Mr. Hiro, Pere and Enric. Did Zhao Xuan hparticipated in UCI before?
No. Is UCI welcome a rider who will cost 300 EURO to participate in their
Events? Please ask UCI. I have noted there are some talks about UCI
rider could participate in BIU Elite in BIU news. Eh? Zhao Xuan wants to
go to UCI then come back BIU Elite? So no need BIU staff to discuss so
busy with High Responsibility. IS IT GREAT????!!!!!!
Actually, Zhao Xuan applies to RETURN BIU Elite. Who will consider the
application? BIU Technical Group. What BIU Technical Group should
do? Got the Scratch and check. Then what? Give proposal but not
decision with High Responsibility to BIU presidium. Why to BIU
presidium? BIU presidium is the power center of BIU to solve any
problem and make decision. Or why set BIU presidium? For good
looking? Then what? BIU presidium discusses and ask for the opinion
of the rider through Delegate. Technical Group should also ask the
opinion of the rider through Delegate before make proposal. Then?
Final decision was made by BIU presidium. It is not written in the rules?
Yes, just as it is not written What BIU members fs IQ is required.

So it is like a chat in Funny Club Bar? What? It cost extra money in a
Bar. Then? No Money. Then? Ok, normally out of Elite then save money
again or... or what? Return BIU Elute from UCI. Wow! But Why not say
injured in the year? For BIU Spirit: High Responsibility, True Respect,
Full Devotion, Credibility and Integrity, Serious work, Effective
Cooperation and Attitude of Enthusiasm
Hope enjoy and encourage each other.
Best Regads
Jason
Dear Hiro and all biketrial friends,
Week ago I do receive the news but no file is attached, could you please
send me the complete final results (revised+scratch)? thanks in
advance. I do concerned about things in the news, Zhao Xuan and other
riders when there are positively closed even final results haven't
finished right, this normal-new systems. But you and peoples there is
the one who knows and experienced, I believe all this will be solved
properly and consider everything the best.
Regards,
Yosnison Maretsa
INDONESIA
Can we please see a set of results that include the full scratch ranking.
It would make things easier with this decision If a rider from 4-8
requests to move to elite and his results look good, then we can make a
decision
Scott
Dear Scott,
I enclose the Scratch file that I received from Mr. Hiro. Please, I repeat:
Giuliano, Scott, Mr. Hiro, Lukas don’t have competence about this
question. The decision must arrive from Jean, Stefan and Radim; the
Technical Commission. So I write in BIU Statute. Scott, have you copy
of BIU Statute ?
Giuliano
Dear Hiro,
what is the problem ? The problem is Armand Molla ? The problem is
Zhao Xuan ? If the Scratch of Sonico had problem means that software
is not good. Have you considered this eventuality ? I understand now
that Sonico file had problem. Ok. Sorry from me, Fabio and Mirko for the
mistake. In Sonico we have vote about the new Presidium and now we
want work. New BIU President have declare that now he work with
Presidium. Where is the problem ? The last thing that need today in
BIU is tension. We had vote Mr. Hirano for President and we want Mr.
Hirano for President Every people in Presidium have his mandate and
his competence. Competence in Elite promotion is Mr. Jean Fabregas

and the Technical Commission. The first 8 Rider are:
Name
Nation
Promotion

TIBAU ROURA Rafael
REMY Morgan
FIGUERAS VINAS Juan
MOLLA GARCIA Armand
DERMAKS Ansis
KAKAC Martin
GARCIA
FURIO
Juan
Pedro
ZHAO Xuan

CATALONIA
FRANCE
CATALONIA
CATALONIA
LATVIA
CZECH
SPAIN

Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Possible
Possible
Possible
Possible

Request
Elite
2013
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

CHINA

Possible

Yes

Why for you the request of one rider is not “important” ? For me is the
first thing. Have your request from Martin Kakac for example ? If Martin
Kakac ask to go in Elite, your answer will be no ? Why ? Because you
think that Martin Kakac is not able to compete in Elite ? Why ? Why we
need wait Delegate that don’t have activity ? This is not write in the
Rules. Rules talk about Presidium. Not about “all delegate”. This
delegate had come in Sonico, apply his candidature and take vote. Or
not ? Why we must expend a lot of time, a lot of money, a lot of energy
and not have nothing right ? Italy, Catalunya, Japan, France, Spain,
Czech, Slovak, England, China, Andorra, Sweden and other must wait
USA Delegate to decide ? Or Greece ? Or Lebanon ? About Web Site: I
am on work. Please send me your introduction about “what is
BikeTrial”, please. About Economical Resource: we have talk in Sonico
and all member of Presidium agree on the project to find solution.
About your responsibility:
The definitive responsibility about promotion is from Presidium not
from President. About you feeling to stay:
Find it.
Best regards,
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,
What is your purpose to being a BIU official? Where is the goal for our
sport? BIU got this sport from the originator Mr. Pi after he resigned the
representative posts of TRIALSIN and BMX in UCI. Since then, I have
been running the union, improving the things but never forget keeping
the originality and the tradition of our sport till today. My goal in BIU is
“to make our sport as popular as we can in this world” (it is the
final goal of BIU).
Biketrial is not easy and simple sport as racing or the others. For the
riders, organizers, audiences, it is enough complicate already. If you are
going to make it much more complicate, it is silly and bad. If you want
to make it bigger than now, you should understand it. It is very clear for

all except fathers. They are different. Most of their thought is not
thinking widely and deeply. They only see their families. If you let them
right to organize union, I am sure it will broke our sport soon or later
someday. If you do not like it, do not accept if the thing is not following
our concept.
Whichever we got request or no request promoting to Elite, we should
check the results and discuss with the delegate in the country. He
knows (or he can check) if the riders has the ability or not. So the
request does not take the first. Then, if the rider is not happy to be Elite,
he can be demoted by sending his request.
We also should have the tactics to have Elite in the important countries.
Having Elite in China makes a lot different for promotion of our sport in
the country. It is very important thing that we should not forget it in the
discussion.
However the matter is decided by the presidium or the TG, it should be
discussed together with as many as our delegates and listen to their
opinions before the final decision. This kind of process is very
important to keep BIU stay on the right truck and stay on a real
democratic way.
Each country has some different reason to be like now. For example,
the USA organized WBC before but now not active with the new
delegate. It was begun when they decided to change their system. All
we have to do is guide them to recover the situation. They should have
right information and they should attend our discussion for all matters.
Cut or leave them behind makes nothing better.
Every change will give the effect to the situation of our sport future. It
sure will give the change by effect to our sport more or less. Do not
think that we can easily change it back in case. Like some say the water
from the grass to the floor never comes back. We should take enough
discussion and listen to all opinions and the top should decide with
deeply thinking for the sport at the last with highest responsibility.
Think all possibilities for the decision, please.
In BIU, all things start from beginning of the year and finish the end of
the year same as license. This is very important for the 2013 WBC host
countries. If there is a possibility of changing the condition and the
rules, it can be a high risk for the project. For this reason, may be Japan
will stop the project of 2013 WBC till the things settle down.
If you start new presidium now means however I finished 2012 work
already. From now on, I do not carry any responsibility for the decision
of the presidium. I was selected as the president for 2013 and 2014. But
now I am not sure if I can continue in BIU. I can say I will do my own
things till I get enough time for my BIU activity. I think it is better.
I have been keeping this BIU news mail to have communication with the

people who concerning to Biketrial sport in the world for a long time.
But the BIU site will start soon. So, this will be closed this time. Million
thanks to all for reading this till today.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro

News No. 008 dated 23/08/2012

